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1 Background information 

On December 02 and 03, 2015, the SWITCH project held the second Training Seminar with the title 

“Ready to start the SWITCH campaign” in Donostia / San Sébastian, Spain.  

The format of this Training Seminar was similar to the first Training seminar which took place in Vienna, 

Austria in June 2014.  

In line with the recommendations of the project coordinator Wiebke Unbehaun, BOKU, the Training 

Seminar was not separated from the Progress meeting which was meant to take place during the same 

event. The two meetings were merged over the two days, to ensure an efficient and cohesive agenda. 

According to the progress of several work packages and knowledge gained, the presentations of 

particular work packages were either undertaken before a workshop session or afterwards. Therefore, 

this workshop report also contains agenda items which belong to the progress meeting, to understand 

the whole context.  

The Training Seminar was attended by at least one representative of each partner from the SWITCH 

consortium.  

All presentations are found in the Annex.  

Acknowledgements 

First of all, Rupprecht Consult – Forschung und Beratung GmbH would like to thank all participants for 

the constructive and fruitful discussions, the rapporteurs for preparing the notes and the facilitator for 

presenting the results. 

From our perspective the workshop proved to be useful and we consider the workshop a success, not 

just because of the excellent venue, chosen by Inaki Bari Garin and Tamara Gomez Valdez, from the 

municipality of Donostia/ San Sebastian, but mostly because of the valuable and lively input of partners. 

While it is of course the daily work and dedication of partners that makes the whole SWITCH project a 

success story, we hope that the outcome of the workshop will help to support all of us in addressing 

challenges and solving the problems and issues that we may face during the implementation of the 

project. 
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2 The SWITCH project 

2.1 Aim of the SWITCH project 

Encouraging a SWITCH from car-based to active mobility using personalised information and 
communication technology  

Funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe (IEE) programme, 06/2014 – 05/2016,  

 

Car traffic is a major source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and impacts urban quality of life in 

many ways. SWITCH’s main objective is to reduce car traffic by switching short urban car journeys to 

walking and cycling. Breaking car-based routines not only impacts mode choice for short trips but opens 

people’s minds to other options for other journeys. These active modes are the basis of healthy, 

environmentally friendly, multimodal travel behaviour with synergies for public transport. 

The SWITCH project uses behaviour change approaches to encourage people to switch car trips to 

active modes. The innovation comes from the combination of tried and tested behaviour change 

approaches and their application to specific target groups on a large scale. The core of the action is 

personalised travel planning using arguments from public health and mobility campaigning, and the use 

of ICT solutions and their application to people in a period of life change for further motivation.  

All local SWITCH campaigns use a three-step approach: Raise awareness, impart knowledge and 

motivate behaviour change. A first step in breaking mobility routines is to increase awareness of active 

modes and their advantages. 

 

2.2 Workshop sessions within WP 2 

Work Package 2 (WP2) of the SWITCH project facilitates the development of the different local 

campaigns amongst the five implementing cities. To gain support from other experienced partners, it is 

very important to conduct several face-to-face workshops at important milestones during the lifetime of 

the project.  

The SWITCH project consists of four workshop sessions in total: 

 Workshop 1: Introducing the SWITCH strategy 

 Workshop 2: Ready to start the SWITCH campaign 

 Workshop 3: “Getting everyone on board – Follower Cities and SWITCH partners: Designing a 

Personalised Travel Planning campaign scenario” 

 Workshop 4: Lessons learned 
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Furthermore three webinars are planned. They are open for all project partners plus the Follower Cities 

(those which will be part of the project from 2015 on) and a limited numbers of other interested 

stakeholders: 

 Webinar 1: The role of health in active mobility and the costs of an inactive community  

 

 Webinar 2: Looking critically at active mobility in your local context 

 

 Webinar 3: Reducing non-technical barriers to campaign implementation 
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3 Workshop structure 

3.1 Seminar Goals 

The main aim of the second workshop was to have presentation on the concepts of the cities local 

implementation plans and to receive advice from the SWITCH Technical Support Partners on the 

implementation plans. 

The workshop was structured into different sessions: 

 Presentation of all implementation plans from the five implementing cities 

 Working groups on “Recruiting participants”, “Implementing the campaign” and “Retaining 

participants’ enthusiasm” 

 Presentation on “Retain Participants’ Enthusiasm”. 

 Integration of the evaluation process in the local campaign 

Copies of the presentations are attached at Appendix 1. 

3.2 Seminar Agenda 

The seminar ran from 09:00 to 17:00 on December 02 and from 09:00 to 15:30 on December 03 and the 

full agenda is set out in the table below. 

Agenda of the workshop 

December 02: 

08.30 – 09.00 Registration and Coffee 

09.00 – 09.15 
Welcome [DSS] and  

Meeting the participants [All] 

09.15 – 09.30 

Welcome and Project overview [BOKU] 

What has happened, what are the next activities, Feedback on the first half year of SWITCH 

Discussion 

09.30 – 09.45 

Introduction to the 2nd Workshop [RC] 

“Ready to start the SWITCH campaign” – to bring consistency in the local campaigns to 

make them SWITCH-campaigns 

Recap on what was covered during 1
st

 workshop 
Present Agenda for the 2

nd
 workshop 
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09.45 – 10.00 

WP 2: Training, take-up guidance and knowledge exchange [RC] 

Work plan and actions, relations with other WPs, 

Deliverables, work on progress, Next steps 

10.00 – 10.30 

WP 3: Developing and implementing local SWITCH Campaigns [BOKU] 

Work plan and actions, relations with other WPs 

Deliverables, work on progress, Next steps 

 

“Retain Participants’ Enthusiasm” Presentation (IH) 

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee Break 

11.00 – 13.00 

Presentation [LBH, ANT, VIE, DSS and GDA]  

plus discussion within smaller groups “Local Campaigns“ 

Presentation of the local campaigns, status quo 

15 min  10 min 10 min 10 min 10 min 

London 
Borough of 
Hounslow 

Antwerp Vienna Donostia/ San 
Sebastian 

Gdansk 

 
Aisha Butt/ 

Chris Norfield 

 
Steven Windey 

 
Petra Jens 

 
Inaki Baro/ 

Tamara Gomez 

 
Monika Evini/ 

Grzegorz 
Krajewski 

 

Working Groups 

Each person attends each of three groups for 20 minutes before moving to the next 

Document and discuss ideas to three given topics.  

Table name Recruiting 
participants 

 

Implementing the 
campaign  

 

Retaining participants’ 
enthusiasm 

Moderation Benedicte (ECF) Ralf (RC) Jim (Walk21) 

Participants for 
1st round 

Veronica Reynolds 
Grzegorz Krajewski 

Steven Windey 
Anna Altenberger 
Isabelle Maurizi 

Bronwen Thornton  
Iñaki Baro 

Fermin Echarte  
Monika Nkome Evini 

Aisha Butt 
Janet Djomba 
Regine Gerike 
Laurie Pickup 

 

Tamara Gomez  
Chris Norfield  

Petra Jens 
William Bird 

Wiebke Unbehaun 
Lucia Cristea 
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13.00 – 14.00 LUNCH  

14.00 – 15.00 
Presentations of working groups results by the moderator 

Discussion 

15.30 – 16.00 

WP 4: Impact measurement and total economic evaluation [EIP] 

Work plan and actions, relations with other WPs 

Deliverables, work on progress, Next steps 

16.00 – 16.45 

Presentation [EIP] plus Q&A 

Evaluation 

How to integrate the evaluation in the local campaign? 

Survey instruments 

16.45 – 17.00 
Summing up day 1 [RC and BOKU] 

Feedback and topics to be discussed the next day 

17.30 – 19.00 Cycle excursion  

19.30 – …. Common Dinner (on participants’ own expense) 

 

December 03: 

08.30 – 09.00 Registration and Welcome Coffee 

09.00 – 10.30 
Campaign and Evaluation 

Lesson learnt from the workshop and steps to finalise campaigns? 

10:30 – 11.00 Coffee Break 

11.00 – 12.30 

Presentation (RC) and (all)  

SWITCH Toolbox 

Status quo of the toolbox (RC) 
What is covered? What is missing? Input from all partners 

Discussion on common understanding of the Toolbox (all) 
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12.30 – 13.00 

WP 5: Dissemination, communication and networking [Polis] 

Work plan and actions, relations with other WPs 

Deliverables, work on progress, Next steps 

13.00 – 13.15 Reflection on the 2st Training Seminar [RC] 

13.15 – 14.15 Lunch 

14.15 – 15.00 

WP1: Project Administration and Management [BOKU] 

Consortium Agreement , 1st Progress Report, 

updated time schedule, upcoming events and deliverables, publications and citation 

15.00 – 15.30 

Summing up of the 2 days, conclusion [all] 

First year activities: time schedule, interactions among WPs and Deliverables, 

fixing dates of event calendar [BOKU and open discussion] 

Closing Remarks, Feedback [all] 

15.30  End of Meeting 
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4 Seminar participants 

There were 22 participants at the Second Training Seminar. The group included at least one 

representative from each of the implementing partners and at least one representative from each of the 

Technical Support Partners.  

Table – Seminar participants 

Participant organisation Participants 

University of Natural Resources and 

Life Sciences, Institute for Transport 

Studies 

BOKU 

Regine Gerike 

Wiebke Unbehaun 

Anna Altenberger 

Rupprecht Consult GmbH RC 
Silke Frank 

Ralf Brand 

POLIS POLIS Isabelle Maurizi 

European Cyclist´ Federation ECF Benedicte Swannen 

Municipality of Gdansk GDA 
Grzegorz Krajewski 

Monika Nkome Evini 

European Integrated Projects EIP 
Lucia Cristea 

Laurie Pickup 

Wiener Mobilitätsagentur VIE Petra Jens 

Walk 21 Walk21 
Jim Walker 

Bronwen Thornton 

Intelligent Health IH 
William Bird 

Veronica Reynolds 

London Borough of Hounslow LBH 
Chris Norfield 

Aisha Butt 
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National Institute of Public Health of 

the Republic of Slovenia 
NIPH Janet Klara Djomba 

City of Antwerp ANT Steven Windey 

City of Donostia/ San Sebastián DSS 
Inaki Baro 

Tamara Gomez 
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5 Welcome, overview work package 2 and work 
package 3 

The first block of the meeting provided a welcome from the host and from BOKU, as well as an overview 

of the SWITCH project. It was followed by an introduction to the 2nd Training seminar and an overview of 

work package 2 and work package 3. 

Wiebke Unbehaun (BOKU) gave an overview of what has happened in the last months since partners 

met for the kick-off meeting in Vienna in July 2014. A copy of the presentation is provided also in Annex 

2. 

Silke Frank (RC) introduced the participants to the goal of the 2nd workshop. 

It was followed by an update of work package 2 also by Silke Frank (RC): progress on the Call for 

Follower Cities, workshop and webinar series. Detailed information is to be found in the minutes of the 

progress meeting. Attached at Annex 3. 

Afterwards Wiebke Unbehaun (BOKU) updated participants on the current status of the development 

and implementation of the local SWITCH campaigns. She presented the characteristics of a typical 

SWITCH campaign, some minor changes in some cities and showed partners the first draft of the 

common online survey. Attached at Annex 4. 
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6 Presentation on “Retain Participants’ Enthusiasm” 

During the preparation of the 2nd Training Seminar, RC had systematically asked all Implementation 

Cities to identify their specific needs for this Training Seminar. They were asked to name knowledge 

gaps for the implementation of their local campaigns.  

Some cities had advised they would like to know more on the subjects: how to motivate people; and on 

how to keep people enthused for their SWITCH campaign. 

Veronica Reynolds from IH has been involved in several campaigns to motivate pupils (and their 

parents) to walk and cycle more often, especially to school. Therefore she was asked to share her 

experience with the Implementing Cities. 

Veronica gave some hints and tips on how to motivate your audience, by thinking about the following: 

 Who is your audience?  

 What do they currently think, feel or do about this?   

 What do to you want them to think, feel or do?   

 What are the barriers and motivators for them doing what you want?   

 What offer can you create to help achieve that goal?   

 Who can help you engage your audience with your offer? 

Studies have shown that (behavioural) changes become a habit after 66 days (see: European Journal of 

Social Psychology, Volume 40, Issue 6, pages 998-1009, October 2010). Therefore the motivation for 

the behavioural change should ideally be maintained over this timeframe.  

Veronica has also given tips and hints for the stages “Maintenance” and “Relapse” of the cycle of change 

by Prochaska & DiClemente. These are the crucial stages to keep people on board: 

Stage Characteristics of this stage Helpful strategy 

Maintenance 

Maintaining new behaviour  

 walking children to school 

3 x per week 

Develop coping strategies to avoid temptation to 

relapse.  

 e.g. have wet weather clothing readily 

available 

Avoiding temptation to relapse 

 avoid taking the car just 

because it is raining/cold 

Remember to reward success 

 offer incentives at time when weather is 

getting worse! 

Relapse 
Can lead to disappointment and 

feelings of failure and frustration 

Identify triggers that lead to relapse  

 poor weather, long holidays 
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Recognise barriers to success and take steps to 

overcome them 

 suggest strategies/ideas/messages for 

motivating when weather is poor, e.g. ‘burn 

even more calories when the weather is 

cold!’, ‘your body needs exposure to daylight, 

especially in the Winter; Vitamin D 

deficiency’. 

Reaffirm goals and commitment to change 

 targeted messaging ‘last month you burned 

4500 calories on your walk to school; that’s 

three slices of cake’ OR ‘you saved $$$ in 

petrol’ – Keep it positive, Know your 

audience! 

 

Results from previous “Beat the Street” campaigns (2 cases in UK) have shown the following reasons for 

participation: 

 Feeling more healthy 

 Getting fit 

 Having fun 

 Spending time with family and friends 

 Doing something good for the environment 

 Having fun for myself 

 Saving money for travel 

 Winning prizes 

 Looking better 

These reasons can be turned easily into arguments to motivate people to participate in a campaign. 

Key points from the presentation can be summarised as follows: 

 Having fun and raising money for charity are the greatest incentives. 

 Give participants OWNERSHIP!  

 Pre-empt lapses with upbeat messages 

 Personalised/tailored feedback and incentives 

 Peer support and recognition 

 Avoid spamming participants 

 Incentives don’t need to be expensive 

The presentation is attached at Annex 5.  
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7 Presentation of the five local SWITCH campaigns 

The Training Seminar provided a good opportunity for the current status of the local campaigns to be 

presented and for implementing partners to receive feedback from other partners of the consortium. This 

included both, the views of other practitioners and the views of the technical experts. 

Originally it was planned that each city should give a short overview within 10 minutes of their local 

campaign. Hounslow had done a small scale pre-test with some schools and they were given an 

additional 5 minutes to report results and share experience which they have gained during the pre-test. 

Please note: it was originally planned just to hear the short presentation from the cities and then group 

the participants into working groups according to their target group and expertise. Reality showed that 

was more successful to be flexible about the agenda given the situation. The Q&A session after every 

presentation was very extensive and therefore the consortium made the decision to stay in one group 

and discuss every implementation plan with the whole group. This also provided the opportunity for 

implementing partners to receive first-hand experience from all SWITCH partners. Some partners were 

represented by just one person (i.e. ECF, NIPH, City of Antwerp etc.). 

All presentations are attached at Annex 2. 

7.1 Implementation scenario from the five SWITCH cities 

7.1.1 London Borough of Hounslow 

Aisha Butt and Chris Norfield presented their implementation scenario at the meeting. It included also a 

pilot campaign in Hounslow, which adopted the PTP approach and was carried out at five schools in 

July, August and September 2014 and at two schools with the Beat the Street devices in October 2014.  

Hounslow will work with children who start nursery or reception for the first time. They will address 

approx. 3,240 persons by targeting 36 of the 46 primary schools in Hounslow. They recruit the target 

group by attending induction events at the school which will take place between June and September. At 

the events they introduce the possibility to book in a PTP session, hand out travel maps showing walking 

routes and provide details of Beat the Street or the Travel Snake Game. 

Regarding the implementation of the campaign, the timing is fixed: 

January: scoping with all schools, to understand how they run their induction events and to match best 

PTP method to each school 

 Launch event for school in April 

 July – September: At induction events: consultants will book in PTP sessions with as many 

parents as possible, using the Traffic Snake Game or Beat the Street as an incentive to sign up 

 August & September: start PTP sessions, where they will be given the service sheet and 

personal advice from trained travel advisors. Baseline data will be collected at this session 

 If their school is taking part in Beat the Street, they will be given a map showing locations of beat 

boxes 
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 If they are not a Beat the Street school the Traffic Snake Game will be explained 

 October: launch beat the street and travel snake game 

The use of incentives is in their view critical. People have a tendency to overvalue the immediacy of a 

reward and heavily discount future rewards. Therefore, the implementing partner will strategically use 

rewards at each point of the programme. These include the games Beat the Street and Traffic Snake. 

The points and sense of progress are rewards in themselves. Other rewards include small gifts such as 

pedometers, slap wraps, bike lights, stress men, scooters, gym passes, free swimming lessons, free 

gym membership, tour of rugby stadium, free screening of film and cash prize for winning school. 

In order to test 2 elements of the SWITCH project, Hounslow ran a pilot involving 10 schools (5 were 

control schools). 

PTP approach: 

 Attended 5 Induction events 

 208 engaged 

 Tested 3 methods of PTP (telephone, face to face and group) 

Beat the Street:  

 22 readers 

 Different prizes every week 

 Sourced from our own stock and local businesses and contacts 

The results of the pilot are very promising. The increase of school children who are walking to school 

was raised by up to 30%. In comparison, the increase for the control group was up to 19%. 

Some tips and hints were given to the other project partners. What went well: 

 83% of target persons received PTP, 

 Traffic Snake Game good way to start conversation, 

 Headteacher endorsement/ introduction important, 

 Peer pressure works, 

 Formal events – structured work best, 

 Local businesses keen to support. 

And what didn´t work: 

 Language barrier at home visits and telephone calls 

 Didn’t answer the phone 

 Not enough space 

 Informal events – at drop in sessions it is difficult to engage with parents 

 Group sessions expensive but effective 

 Hard to get data from all schools 

Lessons learnt for the PTP approach: 
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 Find out top languages and translate or take interpreter to home visits and for phone calls, 

 Ask parents to save phone number so they recognise it and pick up phone, 

 Check with school how induction is structured, is there space, 

 Main outcome: to do a scoping exercise with all schools to find out this information before. 

 

Lessons learnt for the Beat the Street approach: 

 Main motivator: feeling part of the community and having fun not monetary or personal prizes, 

 Liked competing against another school, 

 Didn’t understand had to swipe twice – so essential to explain carefully in assembly, letters etc., 

 Double points on weekend would encourage more use. 
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Some impression from the Beat the Street pilot 

 

 

Use of the Beat the Street box 

 

Participants showing Beat the Street cards 

and „walking maps“ 

Advertisement for Beat the Street at Isleworth Town 

Primary School 

 

7.1.2 Antwerp 

Steven Windey, responsible for the SWITCH campaign in Antwerp, presented his implementation 

scenario and some changes regarding his target group. 

The reason for the change are the extensive and long-term road works being undertaken within the city 

centre. It is a good opportunity to change behaviours especially if you address commuters (students and 

employees). The city will also invest in cycling and walking infrastructure. 
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A special aspect of the approach proposed for Antwerp is to identify so-called SWITCH-champions, 

which are people working for the company who can conduct a PTP conversation, e.g. to advise their 

colleagues. They will organise group sessions and individual conversations in their respective 

organisations to inform participants about their travel opportunities. 

It is very important to have the full commitment of high-level decision makers (e.g. company directors). 

They have agreed with the respective organisation(s) that all their students and employees will be 

informed about the SWITCH commitment via e-mail.  

At the moment, the municipality would like to include an app providing further information and they are 

currently working on this. 

 

Impression from the implementation area in Antwerp 

  

Bicycle infrastructure provided by a company in 

Antwerp 

Selection of incentives, to be used for the 

SWITCH campaign 

 

7.1.3 Vienna 

Petra Jens from the Mobilitätsagentur presented the current status of the SWITCH campaign in Vienna. 

They are targeting two different groups: 

 People who have recently moved and 

 People who have received medical advice.  

Recently moved: The Mobilitätsagentur is support by the Housing City Councillor and the local 

neighbourhood organisation. The real estate developers will finish around 1,950 new apartment units in 

the first quarter of 2015. It is planned to establish contact with new inhabitants. In addition, links with the 
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university and the student association will be established so that SWITCH can contact students who 

have moved to Vienna/or into a new flat. 

Received medical advice: The Mobilitätsagentur is supported by doctors specialising in diabetes and/or 

obesity. In addition, they have contacted other related organisations such as different self-help groups 

and pharmacies).  They have also published an article in the magazine called “doktorinwien” and it is 

planned to attend the Vienna Obesity Forum in December 2014. 

For the SWITCH campaign, the Mobilitätsagentur has collected a range of information material that can 

be distributed to campaign participants, i.e. walking and cycling map (a new version will be produced in 

2015), walking instruction brochures addressing health, elderly, give general advice for cycling, on bike 

share opportunity. Other incentives are Multi-functional scarf, bag, reflector, bike cover seat, snap band, 

bike flower, reflectors, umbrellas, etc. 

2015 is the Year of Walking in Vienna. The SWITCH campaign will be integrated in several events and 

could gain from these. A joint cooperation with several festivals is planned (i.e. 150 years “Ringstraße”) 

to maximise the output of the Viennese SWITCH campaign. 

Vienna will introduce a special mobile application which is not only routing and counting the participants 

steps, it will also include a game to reach the ambitious goals of the campaign. 

Selection of advertisements for the Year of Walking in 2015 

 

Different advertisements to promote walking in Vienna, planned for 2015 
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7.1.4 Donostia / San Sebastian 

Inaki Baro and Tamara Gómez working for the municipality in Donostia/ San Sebastian presented the 

current status of their SWITCH campaign. Donostia/ San Sebastian plans to address four target groups 

in their SWITCH campaign. The background to this lies in the combination of the city size and the 

number of people they want to target in the whole city. Donostia/ San Sebastian has altogether 185,000 

inhabitants and to contact 1,600 people in total means it will be necessary to address different target 

groups: 

1. People starting/ changing schools or the university, 

2. People who have received medical advice, 

3. People who have recently moved and 

4. People who have recently started a new job or changed their jobs. 

For the target group: schools and university, the following tasks have been undertaken or will be 

undertaken soon: 

 Contact established with the persons who are responsible for the “Way to school” campaign in 

Donostia/ San Sebastian and with the head of the transport section. 

 The strategy for getting in touch with potential participants is to either distribute the survey 

(schools) or to mail and make phone calls (university). 

 It is planned to make a pre-selection at the schools in terms of walking and cycling transport 

modes. 

For the target group: medical advice, the following tasks have been undertaken or will be undertaken 

soon: 

 Contact with the Direction of Health Department at the Basque Government is established. 

 It is planned to design a cover letter and a reply card for personal data which will be distributed at 

several medical centres. 

 It is not clear how to deal with data protection at the moment. 

For the target group: moving home, the following tasks have been undertaken or will be undertaken 

soon: 

 A project presentation has been undertaken at the Municipal Census Data to establish contact. 

 The approach is to give citizens a cover letter and make phone calls including the survey 

afterwards. 

For the target group: recently changed the job, the following tasks have been undertaken or will be done 

soon: 

 The target group is identified and approx. 2,300 potential new employees are located in seven 

municipality units. 

 They will be contacted with an (internal) mailing survey. 

In addition, the SWITCH project is and will be advertised through various communication channels, i.e. 

municipality websites etc. 
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7.1.5 Gdansk 

Monika Nkome Evini and Grzegorz Krajewski presented the current status of their SWITCH campaigns 

on changing travel behaviour. 

Gdansk will implement two campaigns within the SWITCH project: 

 „Bitwa na kilometry” (Beat the Street) in schools that have recently changed their educational 

status; 

 „Bike to Work” (European Cycling Challenge) in workplaces that have recently changed their 

professional status. 

The „Bitwa na Kilometry” campaign will be held at two schools (1,400 school children) in Gdansk. It will 

be based on ‘Beat the Street’ model, created by Intelligent Health and will involve direct competition with 

the primary schools in Hounslow. The campaign will address schools that have recently changed their 

education status.  

The campaign will take place for four weeks in September 2015. The campaign will address especially 

the school children who will start these schools for the first time. These school children might be more 

eager to make a change in their life. This target group will be supported by parents who accompany their 

children on the way to school and the school staff. For the recruitment phase, the following tasks have 

been identified: 

 Pupils will be identified on the basis of contact lists provided by schools; 

 Parents will be contacted by an official letters which will be distributed at the schools and which 

will be signed by the Mayor of Gdansk; 

 The parents will be asked to register on-line and to fill-in an on-line questionnaire (or traditional 

paper version) about their transport habits. 

 Local campaign co-ordinators at the identified schools will provide active help in the recruitment 

process. 

It is planned to send out the service sheet with the first questionnaire. The information material and 

consultancy services will be completed on the basis of the existing documents created within previously 

implemented projects or by other bodies related to sustainable transport and health issues. Regarding 

the information materials, it is planned to create cycling/walking maps and three motivation brochures: 

 General information, but different designs for pupils and adults, 

 About the campaign, 

 About economic, environmental and health calculators that will enable individuals to calculate the 

benefits of active travel. 

Incentives are planned at several times within the four weeks: weekly, final prizes for class and 

individuals and a main prize for the winning school. 
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„Bitwa na Kilometry” campaign 

 

 

One of the two schools: School no 1 - Primary and 

secondary school in Gdansk no 21 
Selection of incentives for the pupils 

 

The “Bike to work” campaign is planned for May. The city of Gdansk will involve at least 500 and up to 

1,000 individuals. It will specifically address people that recently changed their workplace. The campaign 

will be underlined with the use of ICT tools, including a registration at Endomondo (smartphone app). 

The participants can compete against each other. 

The service sheet will be distributed with the first questionnaire. The information materials and 

consultancy services will be completed on the basis of the existing documents created within previously 

implemented projects or by other bodies related to sustainable transport and health issues. 

It is planned to create cycling/walking maps and three motivation brochures: 

 General one, 

 About the campaign, 

 About economic, environmental and health calculators that will enable individuals to calculate 

profits of active travel. 
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“Bike to work” campaign 

 

 

Smartphone app, used for the 

“bike to work” campaign 
Examples of possible incentives 

 

7.2 Feedback from the partners on the implementation plans 

After every presentation, the city received intensive feedback on their implementation plans. Below, the 

main points are summarised to give a better understanding of what the crucial points are for the 

implementation plans. In some cases, tips, hints or critical points were given to more than one 

implementation city: 

 Where addresses of individuals are not available, it might be possible to spread the message 

through reasonably narrowly defined communication channels. Examples: 

o Medical advice: Instructing GPs / doctors and asking them to hand leaflets to certain 

patients as part of the consultation.  

o Medical advice: Local self-help group of diabetes patients 

o Medical advice: Newsletter of health insurance companies 

o New residents: GPs can also be a good channel because new residents typically register 

with a GP soon after moving to a new place 

 Invitation letters: 

o New residents: A signature on the invitation letter from the mayor typically results in a 

higher success rate  

o Employees: A high-level commitment from the director of the company or the head of the 

department also typically results in a higher success rate. Try to find champions or 

mentors (people, who can conduct PTP conversations, e.g. to advise colleagues) 

 Please be aware of data protection issues when contacting possible participants. 

 Use a clear message if you start your campaign. As already mentioned in the presentation from 

Veronica Reynolds, a key message could be: “Motivation is what gets you started. Habit is what 

keeps you going.” 

 Use easy and direct language. Please be aware of translation requirements if you are working 

with non-native speakers. 

 Incentives:  

o Use topic-related incentives to underline your campaign, i.e. bike lights.  
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o Incentives don´t need to be expensive and local companies are often willing to support 

campaigns. 

o Use of incentives at several steps of the campaign duration, i.e. smaller ones after every 

week and bigger (more expensive) ones at the end of the whole campaign. 

 Start competitions between groups, i.e. between school classes. 

 Raising money for charity is also a strong motivator (especially locally based charities). 

 Don´t forget the “fun-factor”, especially if you are targeting school children. 

 Think about the timing: spring is typically the most promising time of the year for encouraging 

walking and cycling. 

 If you contact your target group, avoid spamming, make sure the information you provide is 

personalised and the feedback is tailored: 

o Provide information about health benefits and think in advance of your target group, 

school children may not be interested in messages about calories burnt, extra heart beats 

etc. This may work if you address people who have received medical advice. 

Copies of the presentations are attached at Appendix 1. 
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8 Work package 4: Impact measurement and total 
economic evaluation 

It was important for all implementation cities to gain a common understanding of the evaluation process 

for the local SWITCH campaigns. 

Laurie Pickup from European Integrated Projects gave an update on the current status of WP 4 

Evaluation. Five tasks are foreseen in this WP and these tasks describe different aspects of the 

evaluation process: 

 Development of a measurement and evaluation plan along a common European evaluation 

approach. 

 Process evaluation - to develop a process evaluation diary including templates for interviews 

and discussion with campaign workers and stakeholder. 

 Quantitative impact measurement including questionnaires to prove success of the local 

campaigns 

 Qualitative impact measurement including Focus group discussions. Training for conducting 

focus group rounds will be provided at the meeting in Gdansk or London. 

 Output evaluation: Ecological and total economic evaluation to assess the energy savings and 

GHG emissions reduction of the SWITCH approach. 

Wiebke Unbehaun from BOKU gave a short overview about the meaning of quantitative impact 

measurement and spoke in detail about the questionnaire which has to be used by five Implementation 

Cities. A fruitful discussion round took place after the presentation and some issues were clarified within 

the whole consortium. In particular, it is of importance to have a common core questionnaire of very 

similar questions and answer scheme. In addition questions can be added by the Implementation Cities 

if they are relevant for their case. A common code plan and data model for the core questionnaire is 

needed and will be provided by BOKU. 

Wiebke Unbehaun presented the first draft of the questionnaire to measure the reduction of car trips and 

car kilometres. The following comments were made by the participants: 

 Reduction of the complexity of the named public transport modes. The project is about walking 

and cycling, there is no need to name different types of public transport modes. 

 Don´t use “minutes” as answers (i.e. PT uses xx minutes a day). People are likely to answer 

falsely to this type of question. 

 Steven Windey will send the evaluation questions from the PTP Cycle project to BOKU and 

highlight best practice questions/answers. 

The session was closed with the following summing up: 

 European Integrated Projects will provide template questions for all Implementation Cities. 

 The Implementation Cities have to guarantee that the data which is sent to BOKU for the effects 

evaluation is provided in a common database. The common database will be provided by BOKU. 
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Data which is gathered from paper & pencil questionnaires have to be transcribed into the 

common database. 

 Regarding data protection: all Implementation Cities have to make sure that they follow national 

legislation and regulations. BOKU will provide a “non-disclosure agreement” that allows data 

transfer within the consortium 

Within the evaluation session the strategy behind the evaluation was explained by Lucia Cristea from 

European Integrated Projects: 

1. Communication of the overall campaign message 

2. Customisation of the campaign message to the mobility situation of the individual 

3. Personalisation of the campaign message to the individual´s health status 

The following table describes the difference between quantitative evaluation and qualitative evaluation. 

Both will be carried out by the five implementation cities to prove the success of SWITCH campaigns. 

 

For each Implementation City, EIP will develop a local evaluation plan including baseline survey to 

measure short-term behavioural change and long-term behavioural change, as well as plans for the 

focus group sessions and a plan for process evaluation. 

Copies of the presentations are attached at Appendix 6.  
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9 Impression of the Training Seminar 

 

  

Discussion round in the assembly hall of the city 

hall (December 02). 

Veronica Reynolds (IH) about to start her 

presentation about maintaining participants’ 

enthusiasm. 

  

Cycling tour in Donostia / San Sebastian 
Discussion round with the SWITCH consortium on 

2nd day (December 03) 
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10 Outlook 

The Training Seminar was the second Training Seminar and the last one involving only the SWITCH 

consortium. The first Training Seminar took place in Vienna, June 2014.  

To summarise, this Training Seminar was a success: 

 Implementing Cities presented the drafts of their implementation scenarios. 

 

 Fruitful discussion and constructive feedback was given by both groups: Technical Support 

Partners and Implementation Cities. Subsequently, written feedback on the implementation 

scenarios were given after the meeting by the Technical Support Partners to the Implementation 

Cities. 

 

 The seminar involved a first introduction for the Implementing Cities of the planned evaluation 

that will enable them to measure the success of the local campaigns. Important points regarding 

the need for consistent data were highlighted and a baseline survey with common questions will 

allow for a comparison between the five SWITCH campaigns. 

 

 The progress meeting and Training seminar were merged to allow for an update on different work 

packages and discussion of crucial steps for the preparation and refinement of implementation 

scenarios. 
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11 SWITCH consortium 

Five European cities take the lead in supporting a SWITCH in travel – supported by eight experts in 

alternative travel, health or economic aspects of mobility. This enthusiastic team combines practical 

expertise; a clear and transferable methodology; and tried and tested examples of locally effective 

campaigns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: 

Wiebke Unbehaun  

University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna 

Institute for Transport Studies 

Peter-Jordan-Straße 82, 1190 Wien 

Tel. +43 1 47654 5304 

E-mail: wiebke.unbehaun@boku.ac.at  

For further information please visit www.switchtravel.eu  
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